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‘rhc following two results arc obtained for an irreducible multiplier rcprescnta- 
tion T of a connected nilpotent Lie group. First, Tr is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator if f is square-integrable with compact support. Second, Tf is of trace 
class if f has derivatives with sufficiently many moments. An application is made 
of the latter result to show that T, can be of trace class even when f is not 
continuous. 
I. INTRODIJCTION 
Suppose G is a locally compact group and that T is an irreducible representa- 
tion of G. Let us consider the operators [T,] defined by Jf(,x)T, dx whenever 
this integral makes sense. It is a mathematically fascinating question as to how 
the operator-theoretic properties of the T,‘s are related to the function-theoretic 
properties of thef’s. For which functionsfis the operator Tf a compact operator, 
Hilbert-Schmidt, of trace class, a projection, etc . ? Not only is this relationship 
a kind of mathematical intrigue, but in fact such knowledge has been useful 
in classifying groups, analyzing representations, and computing quantities 
important to the theory, e.g., Plancherel measure. Indeed questions of this 
sort must be the first to be posed once the connection between representations 
of a group and representations of its group algebra has been noted. 
If case T is unitary, it is called CCR if T, is a compact operator wheneverf is 
integrable. Since the mappingf + Tf is continuous with respect to the L1 norm, 
we see that T is CCR whenever T, is compact for every f in a dense subset of 
Ll(G), c.g., continuous functions with compact support, differentiable functions, 
etc. Connected semisimple Lie groups, connected nilpotent Lie groups, and 
motion groups, (semidirect product of a vector group with a compact group), 
all have the property that each of their irreducible unitary representations is 
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CCR, and this undoubtedly is one of the reasons these groups are so much 
better understood than, for instance, discrete groups and solvable groups. 
Somewhat more subtle is the question of which functionsf map to Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators. In [I] it is shown that this is the case for every L* function 
if and only if T is finite dimensional, assuming still that 7’ is irreducible and 
unitary. On the other hand, Harish-Chandra [3] has shown that T, is Hilbertt 
Schmidt when G is connected and semisimple, T is irreducible and unitary, 
and f is square-integrable with compact support. As a special case of the results 
in [7] we see that Tf is Hilbert-Schmidt when G is a motion group, Tisirreducible 
and unitary, and f is continuous with compact support. It also appears that 
Schochetman’s same proof extends to functions which are square-integrable 
with compact support. Some time ago the author observed that the same result 
is true when T is an irreducible type I multiplier representation of an abelian 
group. See Theorem 2.4 below. MTe shall also prove, in Theorem 2.3 below,that 
Tf is Hilbert-Schmidt whenever G is a connected nilpotent Lie group, 7’ an 
irreducible multiplier representation of G, and f is square-integrable with 
compact support. Actually, even if T is a unitary representation, in the inductive 
step of the proof given here one is confronted with a multiplier representation 
so that it is simplest to state the result at the outset for multiplier representations. 
Of course a multiplier representation of a nilpotent group corresponds, in the 
usual way, to an ordinary representation of another nilpotent group, so that 
this apparently more general statement is really no improvement. In our stud! 
of the relation between functions and trace class operators (see Section 4), there 
does seem to be an essential difference between the unitary result and the 
multiplier result. 
Although from the above discussion the square-integrable functions with 
compact support seem to form an appropriate class of functions relative to 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators, we mention two related facts. Theorem 4.2 of [5] 
shows that certain representations of Lie groups having “Large” compact 
subgroups map sufficientlv smooth functions to Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
Also, square-integrable representations map every L” function to a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator. See, for example, [6]. 
hIore delicate yet are the operators of finite trace. The trace norm of a bounded 
operator is a bit tricky to compute or even to estimate, and it is not at all con- 
tinuous with respect to any of the usual operator topologies. Which functionsJ 
map, under a representation T, to operators of finite trace (Trace class operators), 
is of great interest since if this class is plentiful then a linear functionalf -+ sp(T,) 
exists, and this functional often plays a role similar to that of the character of a 
finite group. One of the major results in semisimple theory is that T, is of 
trace class whenever T is irreducible and unitary and f is infinitely differentiable 
with compact support. The same result is valid for irreducible unitary rc- 
presentations of connected nilpotent Lie groups. In fact somewhat more is 
true in that case. 
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1 .l. ‘THEOREM (Kirillov). Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group and 7’ 
an irreducible unitary representation of G. Then there exists an element II of the 
left emeloping algebra a(G) of G so that the operator Tf is of trace class, and 
/ 7; ~ ‘,’ :-; I DF 1~1 , whenever f is su@cient!v smooth so that T,, = T,T, . 
(H ere “sufficiently smooth” means that the differential operator I1 can be 
passed through the integral sign in ef(x)T3. dx. This is justified, for example, 
if Dlfis integrable for sufficiently many elements 1)’ of@(G).) 
From this theorem we see that “compact support” is by no means a require- 
ment in order that T, be of trace class. Rather it is some kind of integrability 
condition on the derivatives off that is essential. In Section 4 we shall prove a 
result for multiplier representations which is analagous to Theorem 1. I. As a 
consequence of that result we shall discover that the “differentiability” condition 
in Theorem I. 1 is also by no means necessary. In fact there exist discontinuous 
functions which nevertheless map, under an-irreducible unitary representation. 
to operators of finite trace. This is a consequence of our theorem (Theorem 4. l), 
and the theorem itself appears more restrictive than the one above. M’hat real11 
is pro\-cd there is the following: 
'I‘HEORE.\I. I,et ‘1’ be an irreducible multiplier representation of n connecferl 
nilpotent Lie ,group G. Then there exist a jnite number III,..., IY of elements of 
/Z(G) and a corresponding number PI,..., p’ of polynomial functions on G such that 
T, is of trace class whenever p”Df is integrable fey each i. Further, 
‘1’0 carry out our proof we must require, in addition to the integrabiiity of 
certain derivatives off, the existence of certain “Moments” of these derivatives. 
It is onl!- after having proved this theorem that we find we can drop the dif- 
ferentiability condition in Theorem 1.1 as a necessary assumption. 
\Vhether Theorem I .I holds as it stands for multiplier representations is still 
unclear. The author has tried hard to discover a counterexample without success. 
There arc reasons why one would expect 1 .I not to hold for multiplier re- 
presentations. In the first place, since the multiplier might not even be continuous 
let alone differentiable, there might not be any differentiable vectors at all and 
therefore no operator T, . In the second place, even when the multiplier is 
analytic and all the operators T, are densely defined, it is still not true in general 
that T,,T, T,, . These two facts are central to Kiriilov’s proof. There is 
also snme reason to feel that 1 .l would hold for multiplier representations. 
Indeed one should be able to construct a proof by passing up to the group 
extension defined by the multiplier, applying 1 .l to that group, and then, 
“projecting” back down. The proof given here is based on this idea, but the 
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“projecting” back down is not so simple, and the polynomial coefficients seem 
inevitably to enter in. The following example may make the complexities of this 
situation more apparent. 
1.2. EXAMPLE. Let g be an analytic, nonplolynomial, function of a real 
variable, and define a function b from R2 into the circle group L by b(q, p) &“Q(~‘) 
Define a multiplier 6 on R* x R” by 6((q, , pl), (q2 , pJ) 1 ei(‘~~~~)b(qlpl)b(q2 , p2)/ 
b(g, -1. 2% , p, + p2). The essentially unique s-representation T of R2 is defined 
on L2(R) by (TQ,,)(P), F) =- 41, P) SR ei*” &I -+- m) q(m) dm. Let G, denote the 
group extension of R* by L defined by 6, and let T, be the unitary representation 
of G, defined by TlcA,Yj XT, . Let a(/\) be a smooth function on I, such that 
J-L a(h)X dA _ 1, and for any function f 9n R’ put fr(A, g) = a(A)f(g). ‘l’hcn the 
operators T, and TIC, ) are equal. 
Now according to ?heorem I. 1, the operator T/ will be of trace class providing 
sufficiently many derivatives of fr are integrable over G, . However this inte- 
grability of derivatives offi can translate into something quite different about f. 
For example, differentiating along the one-parameter subgroup (1, 0, t) in G, 
we have: 
(44 Vl@T 4, P)(l3 0, w3 
== (44 UkWq, P), (0, 41, 4, (P + W3 
~~ (44 me (Ir~rr(il)itY(ol-(l~-~f)~~~)) ? 97 (P + mP) 
(d/dt) [u(Xeit(~(“)-!‘(v))).f(rl, (p + t))](O) 
~‘(3 %z(O) - R(Q))f(% P) + 44 4f(% P)* 
Presumably higher order derivatives offi would lead to even more complicated 
differential operators acting onf. It seems clear that we would have to consider 
differential operators with analytic, nonpolynomial, coefficients, and that we 
would be forced to assume the integrability of such derivatives off. Therefore 
the fact that we can get away with polynomial coefficients is already interesting. 
If we integrate out the A, in order to project back down to G, it appears that 
the only way we can bound the trace norm of T, , that is the trace norm of TiCi 1 
) , 
is with a sum of L’ norms of moments of derivatives off. 
The integrabilitv of derivatives of a function, the existence of moments of 
those derivatives, and for that matter the very definition of “polynomial function” 
on a group, is crucially dependent on the coordinate system being used. In 
Section 3 we shall investigate this question in some detail. 
It is possible to prove Theorem 4.1 so that the operators Dl,..., IY and the 
polynomial functions pr,..., p” are independent of the multiplier, i.e., the same 
operators and polynomials work for cohomologous representations. The proof 
presented here does not show this, but the other argument, although elementary 
in some sense, is long and does not seem to merit the space. 
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2. HILBERT-SCHMIDT OPERATORS 
‘I’he purpose of this section is to prore that Tf is a HilbertMchmidt operator 
whenever 7’ is an irreducible unitary representation of a connected nilpotent 
Lie group and f is a square-integrable function with compact support. The 
proof is b!; induction on the dimension of the group, and in the inductive step 
wc arc confronted with a multiplier representation instead of an ordinar\- one 
and an apparently unavoidable “unipotent” automorphism. \Ye must state our 
theorem then in a somewhat more general-souding form. The technicalities of 
the proof involve the structure of nilpotent groups, in particular the constructions 
introduced by Kirillov in [4] for the case of a one-dimensional center. \Ye recall 
this structure below. ‘l%roughout the section, 7~ will denote the projection of one 
group onto a quotient group. The context should make clear which groups arc 
imolved. 
2.1. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lit group of dimension II, 
and let C/i denote its Lie algebra. Denote by Z the center of G and h\. Y its 
Lit algebra. 
2.1.1. There esists a measure-preserving cross-section p of G/Z into G, 
and for an\- such cross-section we have 
for propcrlv normalized Haar measures. (Indeed p can be taken to he a dif- 
fec,morphisk) 
2. I .2. Sow let Z be one-dimensional. Then, according to [4], thcrc exist 
nonzcro elements s, y, and s in 9 such that r u” generates L, s does not helong 
to the commutator subalgebra Yl of %, and the bracket [s, j-1 of A and 1’ is z. 
Let CqO bc the annihilator of y in Cg. Then rg,, is an idcal in CC? of dimension I, I. 
It is important to note that whenever elements x, y, z esist satisfying the aho~e 
bracket, and for which the annihilator of 1’ is of codimension I, the following 
constructions are valid. We write Jr, A-, G, for the closed subgroups of G having 
1,ie algebras [y], [xl, and Y,, , respectively. Tl le product I’Z is a subgroup of G 
which is contained in the center of G,, , and we denote b\- K the quotient group 
G,,,‘17Z. It m-ill be to k- that we appl!- our induct& hypotheses. 
2. I .3. Let G bc a simply connected nilpotent Lie group, and let .Y, l..., ,v,~ 
be a basis of its Lie algebra. Then th e mapping (fl ,..., t,,) + n:‘-, exp(t,.v,) is a 
measure-preserving difeomorphism of K” onto G. 
2.1.4. Let G bc as in 2.1.3. Let the basis [x1] ha\-e the propcrtics that 
YI 2. x’:! .t’, sn ,x, and the span of .x, ,..., .Y,,- 1 is Y,, . Then: 
(i) ‘i’he mapping n7-i exp(t,x,) -t ni:i exp(t, &(a,)) is a ciifeo- 
morphism whose inverse p is a measure-preserving cross-section of K into G. 
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(ii) If we write, as wc can by 2.1.3 and (i) abow, elements I? of G 
uniquely as ,y eup(tz) exp(s?;) p(k) exp(yx). or in shorthand ,y I,- .<\’ _ 
p(k) C/X, then for any integrable function .f on G ~c have: 
?.I .5. Let G be as in 2.1.4 and let x be the character on % defined 1~~. 
X(tZ) e”. Let 7’, be an irreducible unitary reprcscntation of G whose restriction 
to Z is a multiple of x. Then. according to [4, Section IV], there exists and 
irreducihlc unitary representation S of G,, such that: 
(i) S is trivial on 1’. 
(ii) S restricts to a multiple of x on %. 
(iii) 7; is cquivalcnt to l’s. 
The Hilbert space of 7’, is then isomorphic with the Hilbert space of all 
square-integrable functions on G/G,, , which we ma!’ identif\- with S, into the 
space of S. IS!. 2. I .3 we can write each element g in G as ,y ,:1u +Y, and if .i’ is 
an element of the space of ‘/‘, WC haw: 
[y’l,,(i’)](l.) [CTc,‘(7~)J(v) [~‘&j.,.,j(e’)](~) S( J’,P.r,,, .,.&‘(J. ~~ Y!) 
\Vc denote 1~~ S’ the unique irreducible multiplier rcpresentationof~ for\vhich 
‘\‘(i:.\v.,di,l) F’S, ‘. 
‘l’his completes the technical constructions necessar!- to our proof. 
2.2. I)I:FISI~~ION. An automorphism zc of a connected nilpotent I,ic group 
is called mipotent if it is the identity- modulo some descending series of connected 
normal subgroups. Such an automorphism leaves some nontrivial subgroup of 
the center pointwise invariant. -4 unipotent automorphism is measure-prcscrving. 
An example of a unipotent automorphism, indeed the one with which \re must 
contend, is when G is a proper normal subgroup of another nilpotent ,group. 
and zc is conjugation by an element not in G. 
2.3. ‘rHEOREM. Lef G be a connected nilpotent Lie group of dimension II, let ?’ 
be an irreducible multiplies representation of G, and let C be a compact subset qf G. 
Then : 
(i) Jf -f is square-integr,able ,witk support in C’, then Ti is a Hilbert Schmidt 
operates. 
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(iii) In fact, there exists a constant c, depending only on 7’ rind C‘, such that 
if f has support in C rind 2~’ is an?’ unipotent autorn0i~plk.n of G, then 
7’(,.1,.) +Ls ..- c i,f:; . 
Proqf. C’lcarly (iii) implies (ii) implies (i), so that n-e need on]!- \.crify (iii). 
.-\s a matter of fact (i) does not imply (iii) since the support off ‘ZL’ changes 
with W. 
If G is abelian and the multiplier is trivial, then 7’ is one-diIncneional, and 
the theorem follows by taking c equal to the measure of C’. ‘I-his takes care 
of the casts II 0 and II I. Assume then that n .;, 2. 
‘I’herc esists a multiplication on the set G, of all pairs (t, R), for t real and <y 
in G, which makes G, into a connected nilpotent Lie group, and for which the 
mapping T1 which sends the pair (t, g) to e”l’, is an irreducible unitary re- 
prcscntation of G, . Indeed G, is a covering group for the usual group e\tcnsion 
of C b! the circle group associated with the multiplier. Let n(t) be an intc$rable 
function on Ii for which JR a(t)e’i dt :- 1. 
Let PC be a unipotent automorphism of G. 1Ve treat first the cast vhcn the 
center of G1 contains a subgroup Z for which Z/K is a subgroup 3 of positive 
dimension which is pointwise invariant under W. Since the abclian IA group 
% is isomorphic with the product R < iv, there exists a measure-prc~~l-\,ing 
cross-s&on p’ of G into G, which is multiplicati\-e on N. For an!. function j‘ 
on G, putfi((t, e)p’(g)) a(t)f(g). Then the operators Tf and TIC,,, xc equal. 
Let s denote the character of % for which Tl; is a multiple of s. IA p” be a 
measure-preserving cross-section of GjN into: G, and let 7’, be the unique 
multiplier representation of G,/A’ for which 
r . 
1 
‘((t,r,,,‘ln”“ls,), ~((6 4 P’@~>) Tz,, 
Now if .f has support in C and then 
(because zc leaves A’ pointwise invariant) 
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where ZOO is the automorphism of G/K induced bv W. Of course + is unipotent. 
Therefore 
. . 
T(,. ((.I I .i ’ GiN N 
.f(np”(Zu~(y))) x( p’(n(n(w’, ?I)) 1)) dn T2, li>, 
’ 
I‘ 
G ,’ N 
(f2 zL&y) I..&, N’?~. 
There MY) J”.v f(@‘(mvN x(P’@)) ~TZ x0 ( ( ’ n W. W,‘(F)))). Therefore 7’,, ,),., 
%,.U?) . 
Now the support of JA is compact. Indeed it is contained in the set r(C). 
Since the dimension of G/2%’ < n, we have from the inductive hypothesis that 
there exists a constant c? , depending only on T, and z(C), i.c., depending onI!- 
on T and C. such that 
where c1 is the supremum, over all y in G/K, of the measure of the set of all 71 
in ,V such that n@‘(y) belongs to C. This supremum clearly is bounded 1~~ the 
diameter of the compact set r(C) and so depends onI>- on C. This establishes (iii) 
of the theorem in this case. 
Assume next that no such subgroup % of the center of G, exists. Let y be 
a vector in the Lie algebra of G, such that yO =: dn(y) generates a one-parameter 
subgroup of the center of G which is pointwise invariant under ZL’. Because we 
are in this second case, y does not belong to the center of G, , and there must 
exist an Y in the Lie algebra of G, such that [x, y] z a vector which generates 
the subgroup R of G, . The annihilator !gO of y is of dimension n, so that m-e may 
presume all of the constructions introducted in 2. I. Let sg -= dn(s). Finally let 
p”’ be a measure-preserving cross-section of K into G. We make these definitions 
in order to employ a different correspondence between functions on G and 
functions on Gl . Iffis a function on G, put 
i3(tz sy p(k) qx) a(t)f(sy,, p”‘(k) qs,,). 
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‘I’he operators Tf and Tltf ) are equal. (In this case G itself is simply connected. 
and all the integration for$ulas of 2.1.4 hold.) 
Let [vi] be an orthonormal basis for L?(R) and let [#.i] be an orthonormal 
basis for the space H(S) of S. Define an orthonormal basis [z)~~] for the space 
of Tl by zii(y) = q<(~)#~ . Now if f has support in C 
where W’(Y, 4) is the kernel 
= c c JR .r, 1 i‘, Cf. w)3 CR” .P) j 3’ 0 
x (S- Ts.go.m)(%j)~ ‘/,‘)H(S) dgo I2 dq dy 
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where zc,. is the unipotent automorphism of K induced by conjugation bv TX, 
and where t(r, k) and s(r, k) are real numbers. Hence 
f(q), . p’“(w’(k)) . w(qx,J) eP ds 
x ~~1(~,Ir)(k)(s;,,,7(r.))(~j), '~",OU(.S) cfk I 4 drt 
where m(,,,,.)(k) L e LL(rJ)eirs(ri’.i.). Recalling again that unipotent automorphisms 
are measure-preserving, we have finally that 
f(r,n*W)(k) L j-Rf(~y, . p”‘(k) 1 w(qx,)) cisr d.s mc,,,,(zu’-l(k)). 
Now the support of f(r,q,fU) lies in the compact set Z-(C) which depends only 
on C, and so by the inductive hypotheses there exists a constant c, depending 
only on n(C) and S’ and consequently only on C and T, such that 
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. a 
T(f.d /is .. f 
-R R Klf I J .r (rsqsL”)(k)/2 dk dr dq 
=-- (. jh lK iR / Jh.i(s?‘,, - p”‘(k) . w(q.yJ) e-“” ds if dv dk dq 
. * 
3m 
1 ,I .R.K R ‘f(- 
a’,, . p”‘(k) . zo(qs,,))‘” ds dk dq 
-: 27x jR *i; .I, I f(S) ‘,) . p”‘(k) . q d~&,)),2 ds dk dq 
by 2. I .3. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Essentially as a corollary to this theorem we have the following: 
2.4. 'IhEOREM. Let G be an abelian locally compact group, 8 a t?pe I multipliel 
on G x G, T an irreducible &representation of G, and C a compact subset of G. 
Then there exists a constant c, depending only on T and C, such that iff is square- 
integrable with support in C, then the operator T, is tiilhert-,Schmidt, and 
Proof. As usual in this subject, one may immediately reduce to the case 
when 6 is “totally skew”; see [2]. Th en G is a direct product G, >, G, where G, 
is RPrr and G, is a finite group. Further, 1’ is the outer Kronecker product 
T1 x T2 of irreducible multiplier representations T’ of G, and T2 of G, , 
and ‘I” is finite dimensional. Kow iff has support in C’, then T, 
where O(G,) is the order of that finite group. Hence 7’, is a finite sum of operators 
which are outer products of finite-dimensional operators and Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators (by the last theorem), and so T, itself is Hilbert-Schmidt. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.3 does imply that Tf is Hilbert-Schmidt whenever f is continuous 
with compact support, so that, in the terminology of [7], connected nilpotent 
Lie groups are H.S.-groups. 
3. INTEGRABILITY OF DERIVATIVES 
The question of whether a function is differentiable at a point on a manifold 
is of course independent of the coordinate system at the point. Whether a 
function is integrable on a Lie group is also independent of any coordinate 
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system, the Haar measure being determined by the underlying topological group. 
However, if one wishes to investigate the global integrability of a derivative 
of a function on a Lie group, then the coordinate system becomes a key factor. 
More to the point, it is what we mean by a “Global Derivative” offthat depends 
on the coordinate system. Consider the following two examples. 
3.1. EXAMPLE. Let G be the group of all triples (t, 9, p) of real numbers 
with multiplication defined by (tl , q1 , pl)(t, , qz , pJ _m (tl + t, ~I~ qrpl , 
q1 -1 q2 , p, $ pJ. This is a Lie group, and it is in fact the Heisenberg group. 
Its underlying manifold is obviously R”, and one would assume that the first 
order derivatives of a function f would be the functions (d/‘dt)f, (djdy)f, and 
(d/dp)f. These certainly are the simplest differential operators to apply to f in 
order to determine if it is differentiable at a point. 
There are, however, some other first order differential operators which are 
in fact more intrinsic to the group itself. These are the differential operators 
obtained from the left invariant vector fields on G, i.e., by differentiating along 
one-parameter subgroups of G. For this group, these operators will be linear 
combinations of the following three. Differentiating along (t, 0, 0), we obtain 
djdt. Along the subgroup (0, q, 0) we obtain the operator dldq I- pdjdt. And 
along (0, 0, p), we obtain didp. 
The point is that if we ask whether the first order derivatives of a functionf 
are integrable, then we must be sure to specify which first order derivatives 
we mean. In this example the integrability of the first order derivatives arising 
from the vector fields would imply, in addition to the integrability of certain 
ordinary derivatives off, the existence of some kind of “moment” with respect 
to the variable p. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. The next group is nothing but the simply connected covering 
group of the group in Example 1.2. Thus let G be the group of triples (t, 9, p) 
of real numbers with multiplication defined by 
(t1 9 41 3 Pl)(h Y 42 3 PJ = (5 + f, i- q2Pl 4 P&3,) + p2gk2) 
- (PI + P2)&, + 42), 41 + q2 > Pl + PA 
where g is an analytic but nonpolynomial function of a real variable. This is 
again a Lie group, and it is in fact isomorphic to the previous example. The 
underlying manifold is again obviously R”, and again d/dt, d/dq, and didp seem 
to be the appropriate first order differential operators. This time, however, 
differentiating along the subgroup (0, 0, p) we obtain the operator d/dp J- djdt 
[g(O) - g(q)]. Requiring that a function be integrable when acted upon by this 
operator is a much more stringent restriction than the existence of a moment. 
It should be clear too that other isomorphic copies of the Heisenberg group 
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would produce first order operators with discontinuous coefficients. The picture 
is muddy, and we shall try to clear up at least a part of it. 
Throughout the rest of this section we shall be discussing a connected nilpotent 
Lie group G. The results stated here may be well known to some experts, but 
we present them because the geometric handle obtained is crucial to the proof 
of Theorenl 4. I. \Ve give no proofs in this section, the arguments being nontrivial 
but routine consequences of nilpotency. 
Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group of dimension X, and let K be a 
maximal torus in G. Then it is known that K is a maximum torus and that it is 
contained in the center of G. 
3.3. 'I'I~EOREM. Let [xi] be a basis for the Lie algebsa !5? of G with the follou.iq 
two properties: 
(i) .vl ,..., st span the Lie algebra X of K, and A- is the direct product of the 
closed we-parumetev subgroups exp(tx,), for 1 S< i C< J. 
(ii) [x,] is consistent with the central descending series, i.e., the Lie bracket 
of x, zcith the span qf x1 ,..., xi -1 is contained in the span of x1 ,..., .x- 2 . 
Then: 
(A) Each element g of G can be written uniquely as g -- nyzl exp(t,.xi), 
where -.- I, ._ t, -c: l1 for 1 < i < J and ti real for i > J. The mapping which 
sends nil, eup(tp~J to the n-tuple (h, ,..., h,, tJrI ,..., t,J, (h, := e7(“tr/zi)), thus 
defined is a diffeomorphism of G onto LJ x R”mJ. (L denotes the circle group.) 
1Ve denote this global coordinatization of G by pLr,, 
(B) If [!(I is another basis of !q which satisfies i and ii, then p)[,,,] [y~[&l 
has polynomial component functions and a constant Jacobian determinant. 
(c’) Hz=, exp(t?y,) nFS1 exp(tf’xj) -= nz=, exp(p,.x,.), w-here pi,, t,t. -1 
’ f, --I p!,‘, and p, ’ is a polynomial in the variables (t,,.+l ,..,, t, , t,, , 1 ,..., t,,‘). 
(D) If f is an integrable function on G, then 
where do, represents properly normalized Haar measure on the one-parameter 
group rq$f.r,). 
3.4. DEFINITION. Any basis [x~] of the Lie algebra Y of G which satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii) of the above theorem is called an exponential coordinate 
system for G. A function p on G is a polynomial function if it is a polynomial when 
expressed in an exponential coordinate system. By part (B) of the above theorem, 
it follows that p is a polynomial in anr other exponential coordinate svstem, 
although its degree could change. 
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3.5. THEOREM. I)enote by %(G) the left erweloping algebra (!f G. i.c.. the 
algebra (associative) generated by the linear difJeerentia1 operators urisin;? fronr the 
left invariant cector jields on G. Let [xi] be an exponential coordinate sj*stem jOr C, 
and denote by b(G) the algebra of linear d$ferential operators generatrtl II>, the 
jk~t order derizatkes did+ with respect to this coordinate system. Then: 
(i) L(G) is always abelian, but P(G) is abelian if and only if G is commutatke 
(ii) For each element I) in @(G) these exist elements El,..., I:” irl r’(G) and 
polynomial functions PI,..., p’ on G such that II x;:, piI?. 
(iii) For each element E in CS (G) there exist elements IY,..., IP irl J//(G) and 
polynomial functions p’,..., p” on G such that E c;‘_, p’n’. 
(iv) If @,(G) is the algebra generated by drfi erential operators of the jkrm 
pD for p a polynomial function on G and D an element of o//(G), and if 15 ,,(G) is the 
algebra generated bJ- the operators of the fom pi? for p a po~worrrirrl fitru-tion 
and E an element of d(G), tlzen -i//,,(G) 6 ,,(G). 
This is definitely a theorem about nilpotent groups. \Ve have that c(G) 
is generated by the vector fields [si], and K(G) is generated by the operators 
d/d.v, . Now (ii) and (iii) follow by induction together with Theorem 3.?* part (C). 
Part (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii), and (i) is a fact true in grc‘at generality. 
Let us have another look at the examples given in the beginning of this s&on. 
In Example 3.1 the evident coordinatization of G by R” is an csponential 
coordinatization, i.e., (t, 4,~) (t, 0, O)(O, q, O)(O, 0, p), and the cencrators for 
these three one-parameter subgroups form an exponential coordinate system. 
From our calculations we see that the differential operators arising from the\-cctor 
fields are, with respect to the exponential coordinate system, lincai- diiferrntial 
operators with polvnomial coefficients, and we can easily see how to rc’co\-cr 
the first order operators d/dt, d/dq, and djdp f rom the vector fields and polynomial 
coefficients. 
In Example 3.2 the evident coordinatization of G bp R3 is not an c;ponential 
coordinatization, for (t, 0, O)(O, q, O)(O, 0, p) (t -- p&(O) - ,g(f)‘i. y, p) and 
not (t, q, p) as desired. Our calculations here showed that an element of ‘)/(G), 
i.e., a differential operator arising from a left invariant vector field, could not be 
expressed in terms of these coordinates merely with polynomial coefficients. The 
point seems to be that this “evident” coordinate system is simply the n-ronr one 
for this group. Unfortunately the novice may not notice this. 
How then shall we define when a functionf has integrable derivati\,cs. <‘learI! 
the most elegant definition would be to require that Of be integrable for 1) in 
@(G). Checking this condition in practice involves discovering the algebra I//(G) 
which is far more likely to be elusive than is the algebra b(G) coming from an 
exponential coordinate system. However the algebra b(G) has \-er!- little to do 
with the group structure, and from different exponential coordinate- s\stcms we 
would derive different atgchras. (The integrabilitv of a function is incl~:pendent 
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of which exponential coordinate system is used because of the constant Jacobian 
determinant. See Theorem 3.3, part (B)). 
I:or our purposes the dilemma has a happy ending. 
In the theorem in the nrxt section we find that it is elements of e,,(G) that 
must lx considered. Once one is committed to working with operators having 
polynomial coeflicicnts, the algebra G ,,(G), which after all is Y/,,(G), is the 
siniplcr algebra. 
4. TRACE Cr,iws OPEKAT~~S 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the operator ‘/‘, is of trace class 
whenever 7’ is an irreducible multiplier representation of a connected nilpotent 
Lie group andf is a function whose derivatives have sufficiently many moments. 
Unlike the result in Section 2, this theorem is already known for the unitar! 
case; see ‘l‘heorem I. 1. The multiplier result is apparently ditfcrent in the sense 
that no single operator exists, and the operators which do ensure that 7’, is 
of tract class are operators with polvnomial coefficients. 
4. I ‘!‘I~F:oIw~I. IJet 7’ be an irreducible multiplier representation of n ronaectrti 
nilpottwt 1.i~ ,;voup G of &mension n. Then there exist elements II’,..., I)’ in the 
left enwlopin,~ algebra q/(G) of G rind potjmominl functions pl,..., p’ on G such 
that the opr~~rrtor T, is of trnce class whenez*ev p”IYf i.s intqyrdle for earh i. Father. 
r* 1, _, x; , jY/Yf ‘I 
I’IWQC Let the dimension of the maximum torus K in G he eyual to J. 
I,et S be thi- multiplier associated with the representation 7’, and let G, bc the 
group cxtensicm of G by the circle group L defined by 6. Define 7’1 on G, I~> 
IT I ‘(.\.td ,\7:, , and let a(h) be an infinitely differentiable function onl, for which 
J,, u(h)h d.\ I. Let [x1 )..., .T,$ , ] be an exponential coordinate system for G, 
(see Definition 3.4.) Assume without loss of geneality that x1 spans the Lie 
algebra ofL. If pi denotes projection of G, onto G, then the elements [&(x, ,..., 
c/T(.Y,, ,)] form an exponential coordinate system for G. ITor an!- function f 
on G, put 
Then 7; and 7; (i ) are equal and fi is as smooth as is f. 
Let D hc the Llement of the enveloping algebra ?/(G,) of G, guaranteed b! 
Theorem I. 1. Let G(G,) denote the algebra of differential operators generated b! 
the first order operators d/d.\-, , and choose elements El,..., I?” in d (G1) and polyno- 
mial functions PI,..., p” on G, such that I) =- xi= 1 piEi (Theorem 3.5). Now 
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assume that f is sufficiently differentiable to carry out the following 
computations. 
and therefore II T, l’\i, is bounded by a finite linear combination of terms of the 
form 
where c is a constant, p’ is a polynomial function on G, and E’ is an element of 
the algebra Q(G) generated by the differential operators d/d(dn(s,)). \Ve have 
shown then that j/ T, /‘S)s is bounded by a finite sum of terms of the form E,,.f l,1 ,
where each E, belongs to G,(G). By Th eorem 3.5, part (iv), each E,, must belong 
to q’,(G), and the theorem is completeI!, proved. 
R,Iuch more easily derivable directly fr-on1 Theorem I. I is: 
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4.2. COROLLARY. Iff is infinitely dijfeyentiable with compact support, and if 7 
is an irreducible multiplier representation of a connected nilpotent Lie group, the?1 
T, is of trace class. 
4.3. IkAiMPLE . Let II’ now be an irreducible unitary representation of a 
connected nilpotent Lie group. Let f be infinitely differentiable with compact 
support on G and let b be a Bore1 function of G into the circle group I, for which 
b(e) I. Then T,, is of trace class since T,, -- bT, and bT is an irreducible 
multiplier representation of G. Hence there are discontinuous functions, for 
instance bf, which nevertheless map to trace class operators under the repre- 
sentation T. 
1T,7e conclude this paper with an example from more classical analysis. It is 
largely an example of how slippery the trace is. 
Let 6 be the multiplier on R2 x R2 defined by S((q, , pi), (g’&) = ei(u2”1). 
The essentially unique irreducible a-representation T of R” is defined onL’(R) by 
(T(4,p)(p), v,)= J, ei”“‘dP + ml F(m) dm. 
Iffis any integrable function on H”, then the operator Tf is given by a kernel k; 
defined by 
k;(y~, p) =L jR.f(q, p - m) 2”“ 4. 
Of Course these kernels are only defined up to sets of Lebesgue measure zero 
in the plane. 
Now since every operator of finite trace is the product of two HilberttSchmidt 
operators, we know that if f is an integrable function on R’ for which T, is of 
trace class, then the kernel k;(nf, p) m: JR k;(m, TZ) K,(n, p) tin, where K, and K, 
are Hilbert-Schmidt kernels, i.e., square-integrable over the whole plane. 
4gain this last equality is only up to sets of measure zero in the plane. However, 
if k; is continuous in both variables, one might expect that the kernels Ki and Kz 
could bc chosen so that this equality holds everywhere. Howcler, this is not 
the case. 
4.4. I'HOP~SITI~N. Suppose f(q, p) ::= g(q) h(p) zcith h(0) <r 0 aud h continuous, 
zcith g not continuous, with both g and h intqyrable. Suppose further that T, is qf 
trace class. (This certairdy can be accomplished as in 4.3.) TJlen: 
(i) The kernel K, is continuous iu both variables. 
(ii) It is impossible to ,f;nd two Nilbert--.Ychmidt Jwxels U1 and AT2 such 
thmt K,(m, p) = JR k;( m, n) K2(n, I-‘) dn for nil m alzd p. 
Proof. The kernel K,(nl, p) j(vz) /7(l) ~~~ m). ‘1’1 iis is clearly continuous . 
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in both variables. Assume, by way of contradiction, that Hilbert-Schmidt 
kernels KI and K2 do exist so that K,(wz, p) =L JR KI(m, TZ) Kz(n, p) dn for all or 
and p. We would then hare that 
which is finite. Hence the function ~77 --f K,(m, m) is integrable. But this is 
the function Iz(0) j(nz), and so g would be integrable, which implies that g would 
be continuous. Q.E.D. 
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